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—“that thy way may be known upon earth,

VOL. HI.

thy

saving health among all nations”

GAMBIER, OHIO, FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 30, 1832.

NO. 12.

It was not without much persuasion, and after
tific acquirements and knowledge, gained in the
a season of drought had admonished them, that
j garden, were called into action.
GEORGE W. MYERS. PRINTER.
“His first attempt was to impart an idea of do this persevering pastor got his men set to work.
“It was a toilsome undertaking. In some pla
mestic convenience. Chimneys and windows to
STANZAS.
ces they had to elevate the floor of the main chan
their
hovels
were
luxuries
to
which
few
of
them
By SIR JOHN MALCOLM.
had aspired, till he showed them how easy it was nel to the height of eight feet, and in others to
So prayed the Psalmist to be free
I to make a passage for the smoke, and admittance lower it as much. In the course of the first day’s
From mortal bonds and earthly thrall;
) for light and air. For their coarse and unwhole labor, it was necessary to carry the construction
And such or soon or late shall be
Full oft the heart-breathed prayer of all ;
some food, he had indeed, no substitute; because across the rocky beds of three or four torrents,
And when life’s latest sands we rove,
the sterility of the soil would produce no other; and often when the work appeared to be done,
With faltering foot and aching breast,
but
he pointed out a mode of tillage by which he Neff detected a fault in the level, or an inclination
Shall sigh for wings that wait the dove,
increased the quantity; and in case of illness in the water course, which obliged him to insist
To flee away and be at rest.
where they had no conception of applying the upon their going over it again—At four o’clock,
While hearts are young and hopes are high,
simplest remedies, he pointed out the comfort the volunteers were rewarded by seeing the first
A fairy dream doth life appear;
which a sick person may derive from light and fruit of their labors; one line of aqueduct was
Its sights are beauty to the eye,
Its sounds are music to the ear:
warm soups and ptisans, and other soothing as completed; the dam was raised, and the water
But it soon glides from youth to age,
sistance. So ignorant were they of what was hurt rushed into the nearest meadow amidst the joyful
And of its joys no more possessed,
ful or beneficial in acute disorders, that wine and shouts of workmen and spectators. The next
We, like the captives of the cage,,
brandy were no unusual prescriptions in the height day some cross cuts were made, and proprietors
Would flee away and be at rest.
who were supposed to be secretly hostile and in
of a raging fever.
Is ours fair woman’s angel smile,
credulous, saw the works carried over their ground
All bright and beautiful as day?
“Strange enough, and still more characteristic without offering any oposition to the measure; for
So of her cheek and eye the while,
of savage life, the women, till Neff taught the men who could indulge his obstinate or dogged humor,
Time steals the rose and dims the ray;
better manners, were treated with so much disre when the benevolent stranger, the warm hearted
She wanders in the spirit’s land,
gard, that they never sat at table with their hus minister, was toiling in the sweat of his brow to
And we, with speechless grief oppress’d,
bands or brothers, but stood behind them and re achieve a public good, which never could be of
As o’er the faded form we stand,
Would gladly share her place of rest.
ceived morsels from their hands with obeisance the least advantage to himself? It was the good
and profound reverence.”
Beyond the hills—beyond the sea—
shepherd not taking the fleece, but exhausting his
Oh! for the pinions of a dove;
Having lodged his flock comfortably, Neff turn own strength, and wearing himself out for the
Oh! for the morning’s wings to tiee
ed his attention to other improvements equally sheep. On the third, and on the following days,
Away and be with them we love;
important. He did not disdain to put his own several transverse lines were formed, and a.long
When all is fled that’s bright and fair,
And iife is but a wintry waste,
hand to the task; in truth he was obliged to set channel was made across the face of the moun
This, this, at last must be our prayer,
the example and lead the way; he aided masons tain, to supply three village fountains with water.
To flee away and be at rest.
and carpenters in beautifying his church, and in This last was a very formidable enterprise. It was
the erection of schools; and “now I will exhibit necessary to undermine the rock, to blast it, and
BIOGKAPHIT.
him,” says his biographer, “in the character of an to construct a passage for the stream in granite
agriculturist,” introducing an improved system of of the very hardest kind. ‘I had never done any
FELIX NEFF.
irrigation and of sowing and planting which doub thing like it before,’ is the pastor’s note upon this
[concluded.]
He conceived that psalmody was useful in ex led the quantity of production.”
achievement; but it was necessary to assume an
citing an elevation of soul necessary in Christian
“One of the principal resources of the valley of air of scientific confidence, and to give iny orders
worship, and he labored to establish schools for Frcssinierre, is the breeding and pasturage of cat like an experienced engineer.”
teaching it among his widely scattered communi tle.—But the winter is long, and the tracts of land
We have not space to describe any further the
ty; he also considered the great distance at which capable of producing fodder are so scanty, that labors of this excellent man; with Oberlin for his
many of his hearers lay, and how liable they were every blade of grass that can be raised, and made model, he toiled incessantly, and had the satisfac
to be impeded in their desire to attend divine ser into hay, is a very treasure. A dry summer of tion of establishing schools throughout the dis
vice by storms and other occurrences; he there ten left them unprovided with hay, and compelled trict; even on the wild summit of Dormilleuse, he
fore recommended with eloquent earnestness the the poor creatures to part with their stock at an partly with his own hands built a school house, a
establishment of family worship in every house, inadequate price. Neff’s eye perceived that a di labor which cost him his life. A severe winter
something similar to that of Scotland, so beauti rection might be given to the streams in one and incessant toil vanquished his active and be
fully described by Burns.
part, which would improve the ground in another, nevolent spirit at last, and constrained him to seek
Neff was no narrow-souled enthusiast, he look and furnish the proprietors with constant means for health in milder regions; before he went, lie
ed tar before and behind him; he was of a nature of keeping grass fresh and moist. But he found gave one of his distant friends a description of the
kind and conciliatory; his hand and heart was the utmost difficulty in explaining the simplest wintry horrors of Dormilleuse.
alike open; and he had the address to soothe and principles of hydraulics, and in persuading his ig
“Thanks to the generosity of my friends, our
satisfy various Catholic families who bordered on norant listeners that the water might be made to little school is now floored and glazed—the bench
his territories; though he did not abstain from dis rise and fall, and might be dammed up and distri es and seats are all finished, and while all the
cussing religious topics, the Romish priests re buted, according as it might be required for use. other schools in this country are held in damp and
spected him and reported him as an useful bro The imaginary expense stared them in the face dark stables, where the scholars are stilled with
ther.
like certain ruin; and the labor appeared to them smoke, and interrupted by the babble of people
Having established himself fully in the affec as being perfectly insuperable. When their pas and the noise of the cattle, and are obliged to be
tions of his people, he next proceeded to instruct tor first advised them to construct the canals ne constantly quarrelling with the kids and fowls in
them in the arts of life. He desired to impart all cessary for the purpose, they absolutely refused defence of their copy-books, or shifting their posi
his knowledge to them. “ One proof,” says Mr. to attempt it, and he was obliged to tell them, tion to avoid the droppings from the roof, we have
Gilly, “of their utter wretchedness affected him that they were equally deaf to temporal and spir a comfortable and well warmed apartment. I am
sensibly. Long habits of suspicion and dread of itual counsel. Pointing to the rushing waters, again conducting a school for the education of
ill treatment had become so natural to them, that which were capable of being diverted from their those, whose business it will be to educate others
at the sight of a stranger they ran into their huts, course to the parched and sterile soil, which he —it now consists of about twenty young men from
particularly the young people, like marmots into wished to see improved, he exclaimed, “ You make I the different villages. We are buried in snow
their holes. Their houses, clothes, food and me as little use of those ample streams as you do of ' more than four feet deep. At this moment a ter
thod of cultivation were four or five centuries be the water of life.—God has vouchsafed to offer rible hurricane is raging; which dashes the snow
hind the rest of France.” The pastor had to be you both in abundance, but your pastures, Ijike about in clouds—we can scarcely put our feet out
' of the house, and I know not when my letter will
gin with the first principles; and in this, his scien your hearts, are languishing with drought!”
REV. M. T. C. WING, EDITOR.
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Dinner was seen Dr. Chalmers in many attitudes?ffithe5^
During the late abundant falls o^engthening it in pleasure and
reach ypu
soon announced; and two large covered aisnes, social enjoyment, in the sublimity of science and°
snow, and the violence of the wind, our covnmusmoking plate of potatoes between ap the terrible power of a Christian orator; but wea'1
nication with other valleys has been both dinicuit peared on the table. “Gentlemen said Chalmers, not sure that we ever saw him more truly in the ch
and dangerous. The avalanches threaten us on “under this cover there is hard fish from Dundee, acter of a great man, than when, to all appear^
all sides. They have been falling thick, especial
and under that cover there is hard fish from Ot. ces, the scale of life was doubtful and his friend"
ly about Dormilleuse.”
were trembling for his fate. Since that time k
lie tore himself with reluctance from his flock, Andrews; take your choice.” We have been at has come more before the world, and commanded
many
and
various
feasts,
but
we
have
seldom
en

and went to seek what he could not find such
admiration from quarters which he then l:“'
an evening like that one
sweet air and such healing waters as would repair joyed
Sometimes there was not even hard fish, butstill W of; but physically, he has never been *,
a crushed constitution; he looked up for a time,
and mentally, though his experience
touched, no doubt, by removal to his native vil there was a resource. We have seen John Bou- has been enlarged, his powers did not admit of ea.
thron
’
s
“
kail
pot,
”
broth,
beef,
and
all
brought
lage and his aged mother’s arms, but he drooped
largement.
at length, and died on the 12th of April, 1829 over to the manse—-we have helped to bring it.
Not very long after his recovery, Dr. Chalmers
John
was
a
retired
farmer,
a
very
plain
but
very
Mr. Giilv has in this memoir made a welcome ad...
j
, •.... ...... i
married a lady whose maiden name was Pratt
dition to our devout literature; good sense and ; pleasant old man.
good feeling are impressed on every page, and no
We mention these traits in the character s! Dr. with her he got a small addition to his fortune, and
one need suspect the accuracy of the account, Chalmers, as a most effectual means of refuting and a great deal to the comforts of his home’: in
since the author visited all the scenes where Neffs reproving those persons who maintain that form which there were no more double dishes of saltcure lay, and had access to all his manuscripts.”
ality of deportment is essential to eminence, as fish, or borrowing of John Bouthorn’s “kail pot."
if duiness were the badge of intellect. Here was and as he had less occasion to go abroad for socie
PORTRAIT OF DR. CHALMERS.
the most effective preacher that the age has pro ty, health was soon, in a great measure restored.
In a few years he was invited to St. John's
Dr. Chalmers was born (about fifty years ago) duced, as innocent certainly, but at the same time
in the small borough of Austruther-Webster, in as playful as a child. Nor must it be supposed Church, Glasgow, (which had just been built,) in
the county of Fife. From his earliest years, Dr. that he was not the same great preacher then as a manner highly complimentary to his talents-’ and
Chalmers was enthusiastically fond of reading, so now. Even in his every-day sermons which he though many of his friends dissuaded him,’from
that when a little boy in the chimney-corner with called “short handers,” from their being written an idea that the labor would be too much for hi.
his book, he got the name of “the minister,” not in short hand on a slip of paper about double the bodily strength, and tried to persuade him that
from any view to his future profession, but from size of a playing card, there were chains of rea he would be more useful living in comparative lit
his delight being in books. At the same time be soning, and bursts of imagination and feeling, erary case at Kilmeny, he resolved, at all hazari
was a most active and energetic boy, and when he which we have seldom seen equalled and never to go. The impression which he made at Glasg# 1
did enter into sports he took the lead. In very excelled. They were done in no time too; for af was very great; and his fame soon spread over tit
early life indeed, that restless activity of mind, ter a morning’s ramble among the rocks and woods whole country. When he visited London, th;
and that determination to seize and master all in the north of Fife, we have seen him compose a hold that he took on the minds of men was quite
subjects, even the most contrary, which has ena whole sermon in half an hour—-aye, in less.— unprecedented. It was a time of strong political
bled him to do so much more than almost any Some of his most choice orations were composed feeling; but even that was unheeded, and all par
other man of his time were abundantly conspicu- thus: as for instance, the matchless charity ser ties thronged to hear the Scottish preacher. The
Ilis progress at school was rapid; he went mon from the text, “ Blessed is he that considereth very best judghs were not prepared for the display1
early to college, and while hut a youth, he did the the poor,—a sermon in which the line between that they heard. Canning and Wilberforce went
duty of a mathematical professor. Though above genuine charity, and that ostentatious almsgiving together; and got into a pew near the door. The
the average, his attainments in classical literature which so often usurps its place, is more clearly elder in attendance stood close by the pew. Chal
were not very great. The bent of his mind lay drawn than in any other composition with which mers began in his usual unpromising way, by stat
more towards subjects of which the practical ap we are acquainted. To mention the good ones ing a few nearly self-evident propositions, neither
plication was more obvious. He was a mathema would only be to give a list; there are degrees of in the choicest language; nor in the most impres
tician, a natural philosopher,and, though there was excellence; hut we never heard a sermon, or even sive voice. “If this be all,” said Canning to his
no regular professor of that science at St. Andrews, a remark of Chalmers, in which there was not companion, “it will never do.” Chalmers went
a chemist.
some indication of genius—some touch of a master. on: the shuffling of the congregation gradually sub
About the close of the last century he was ad
It was not in the nature of things that a man sided. lie got into the. mass of his subject; his
mitted to orders, and soon after went to assist the possessing such talents could remain in conceal weakness became strength; his hesitation was
Itev. Dr. Chartieres, a venerable and eminent ment. The people began to understand and relish turned into energy; and bringing the whole vol
preacher near the border. Some years after this his sermons; some speeches that he made in the ume of his mind to bear upon it, he poured forth a
the College of St. Andrews appointed him to the General Assembly attracted the notice both of the torrent of the most close and conclusive argu
church of Kilmeny, where he sat about the dis clergy and of the Scottish barristers, many of ment, brillant with all the exuberance of an im
charge of his duties with great energy; but he whom attended the annual convocations of the kirk agination which ranged over all nature for illustra
was not very popular at the outset. This arose, in the capacity of ruling elders: From these, and tion, and yet managed and applied each of them
in part, from the want of mental correspondence a number of other circumstances, the popularity with the same unerring dexterity, as if that single
between the inhabitants of a country parish and a of Dr. Chalmers was waxing apace, when about one had been the study of a whole life. “The
man of so much energy as their pastor, and part the year 1811 a severe and protracted malady had tartan beats us,” said Canning, “we have no
ly from that very enVrgy itself.
nearly put an end to all his labors. His constitu preaching like that in England.”
The. measure of his pulpit celebrity was now
Even then, he was a most wonderful man. All tion never had been of that confirmed strength
life and energy, he was here, there and everywhere, which a mind of such restless energies would have full, and after about two years in Glasgow during
both bodily and mentally. Mathematics, botany, required, and probably he had exposed himself which he published several works, he was appoint
conchology,astronomy, politics, political economy, to fatigue and the inclemency of the weather, in ed to the chair of Moral Philosophy in St. Andrew's.
theology, polemics,—he was at them all; and yet a way which one, who thought less about his mind Of his conduct there we are not informed; but we
his most intimate friends hardly knew when he and more about his body, would have avoided.— are inclined to think that the place was too con
studied. Indeed the whole of his progress seem He was attacked by a very severe and obstinate fined for him. In Edinburgh (as Professor of
ed more like the inspiration of heaven, than that liver complaint, for the removal of which the ad Divinity in the University) his office is more im
of any other man that we ever knew or heard of. ministration of a great deal of mercury became ne portant, and if his life be continued he will do
Mention a new subject to him, with which you cessary. The disease was subdued, hut before his much to extend sound and liberal views among the
had made yourself familiar, and a week after he system had recovered the requisite tone, he resum Scottish clergy. Of his tolerance we have just
would beat you upon it; the cause seemed to he ed his labors; and having exposed himself tocold, had an example.
this; he did not plod over books, and become the the disease returned with greater inveteracy and ob
[London Magazine.
retailer of recorded opinions. He thought him stinacy than ever. So alarming was the relapse that
self, set every one with whom he met thinking, his physician had to resort to the boldest means
bblioious.
and then generalized the whole. We have often of treatment; and what with the disease, what
been quite astonished at the quantity of informa with the means of cure, he presented for months “IIIS WORD SHALL NOT RETURN UNTO HIM VOID.
tion which we had acquired during a few hours’ a spectacle of physical exhaustion which we have
The Rev. Dr. Capers, in moving the Resolution
conversation with Chalmers, upon a subject of seldom seen equalled; nor do we believe that any to adopt and print the report which was read at
which neither of us knew much at the outset.
man of weaker mind could have survived it. In the Anniversary Meeting of the Charleston Bible
As a friend, his attachment and disinterested agony of pain, in the exhaustion of nature, and Society, on Monday night, October 29, related, in
ness were unbounded; hut he had a great dislike to almost in the absence of hope, the firmness of the course of his address, as near as we can recol
forms; and though he was very hospitable, his placidity, nay the cheerfulness of his temper never lect, the following Anecdote.
friends very often found him with an empty larder. forsook him; and when we have sat by the side of
A father of a family residing not far from Co
One day three or four friends called on him; he his bed or his couch, in that gloomy mode which lumbia, was about sendiftg his son to the South
was just setting out for Edinburgh, but insisted, steals over one on such occasions, some bright Carolina College. But as he knew the influence
on their dining with him, which was readily agreed saying, which came but in half articulated whispers, to which he woud be exposed, he was not without
to. After giving old Effie (Eupheraia) who was has compelled us to laugh, at the same time that a deep and anxious solicitude for the spiritual and
the whole of his establishment, her orders, they the undiminished force and lustre of his mind, amid eternal welfare of his favourite child. Fearing
all sat down to that combination of information a physical wreck so nearly total, ffaorded a very lest the principles of the Christian faith which lie
and glee, which shortens time most, by actually j strong argument for menfaf immortality We have had endeavored to instil in his mind, would be
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rudely assailed, and yet trusting in the efficacy of! off its burden—the assault is easily repelled, for it be possible, O Lord God, let this cup pass from
.i__x__
j which io
p-iven astnnishin.<r
my will but thine, he
be done.”
practice has given
astonishing skill, and he tops
goes me: nevertheless not mv
that
word,
is quick nnd
and nnworhiL
powerful, nnd
and shamsharp nrartiee
er than any two edged sword, he purchased, un on his way. His way? “ It leadeth down to death, The strife ceased—he rose hastily—came in: but
ah, the child was no more. I expected a burst
beknown to his son, an elegant copy of the Bible, and his steps take hold on hell
of grief: but he gazed upon the infant corpse, as
and deposited it in the bottom of his trunk. The
!
though already apprized of the change. The’
young man entered upon his College career. The
SCENES IN REAL LIFE.
restraints of a pious education were soon broken
It was autumn. The leaf, which, since the 1 conflict was over, placidity was restored to his
off, and by an easy, yet rapid descent, he proceed spring, had born the resemblance of so much life , countenance, and he sat down in peace—with “The
ed from speculation to doubt, and from doubts to and beauty, had now assumed its yellow hue, and Lord gave—the Lord hath taken away, and blessa full denial of the reality of religion. After was fast falling before the shivering of the even 1 ed be the name of the Lord.”
having become, in his estimation, wiser than his ing wind and morning frost.
I attended the funeral. There appeared to have
father, he discovered one day while rumaging
been but little preparation. The family had been
I
visited a neat white cottage, pleasantly situat
his trunk, with great surprise and indignation, the
too deeply afflicted with their bereavement to ad
sacred deposit. ' He took it out, and while deliber ed, and surrounded by all that rural scenery which mit of it. I saw no symbols of mourning; they
ating upon the manner in which he should treat it, renders the country inviting or interesting. All needed none. The little coffin was painted white,
seemed flourishing. The inmates of the dwelling i
he finally concluded that he would use it as waste
in token of the innocence it enshrined. The fami
paper on which to wipe his razor while shaving. were, a husband and wife, who had been united ly were dressed in their usual attire. The servi
by the soul’s friendship about two years—one as
Accordingly every time he went to shave he tore
ce was commen'ced by reading select portions
sociate—a domestic; and one lovely and most in from the 102d psalm. They then sung that most
out a leaf or two of the Holy volume, and con
teresting
little
babe,
a
few
days
over
a
year
old,
—
verted it to the use upon which he had determin
beautiful of hymns, commencing.
ed until in process of time nearly the half of the the true pledge of that affection which “knits
“The morning flowers display their sweets,
soul
to
soul.
The
little
infant
had
just
begun
to
And gay their silken leaves unfold”—
volume was destroyed. But while he was com
talk:
and
its
sportive
prattle
and
thousand
charms
!
mitting this outrage upon tne richest gift of God
The
minister
offered up a most fervent, interesting
unusually fastening its parents’ affections.'
to man—a word, a text, now and then met his eye, seemed
One evening, on Saturday—and never will it pass I and withal, deeply sympathising prayer, sung ano
and was carried like a barbed arrow to his heart.
ther hymn on “the death of a little child,” pro
At length one day he happened to hear a sermon, from my memory, it was uncommonly affectionate, I nounced the benediction and then with solemn
which brought to view his own character, and his and went round and embraced all the family, by j! tread they moved toward the grave. After the
exposure to the wrath of God, and riveted upon putting its arms around their necks, kissing them, I; procession was formed, the burial service of the
his mind the impression which he had received singing and resting a few moments upon the bosom 1 Methodist Episcopal Church was read, and, after
from the last torn leaf of the blessed yet insulted of each. I could not but notice this effort of slowly pacing to the grave, preceded by the min
volume. Then rushed upon his agitated thoughts one so young—all noticed it—and there seemed a ister and eight little boys, the coffin was consigned
a conviction of his guilt, and especially of that act something connected with all its actions, that gave to the earth, and the burial service closed. Thus
in which he had desecrated the records of Hea solemn impress of—the early blasted rose. On died, and thus was buried, one of the most inter
venly Truth. Had worlds been at his disposal, he the Monday evening following, I called again: esting and lovely babes that my eyes ever looked
would freely have given them all, could they have ( there was some stir about the dwelling; its in upon.
availed in enabling him to retrace his steps, and mates were running to and fro through various
The father was asked why he did not wear mour
undo the sacrilegious deed, which in the folly and apartments; lights were passing and re-passing with ning? He replied with some decision, “ Can one
rapidity.
As
I
approached,
there
was
the
stillness
pride and wickedness of his heart, he had repea
add force to the blast, or power to the voice of
tedly committed. At length, however he found of the sick chamber hovering around my feelings.
God as itechoes in the storm!”—Nor can we add
I
entered
the
cottage,
and
too
true
found
that
fell
forgiveness at the foot ot the Cross. The torn
awefulness to the tread of death, by symbols
leaves of that sacred volume, were, after all, the disease had marked this lovely infant for its prey.
leaves that served to heal his soul. For they led The physician had been there, but his prescrip of mourning.—Maine IVesleyan Journgl.
him to repose upon that mercy of God which is tions availed nothing; neighbors had come to sym
UNPROMISING CHILDREN.
sufficient for the chief of sinners’ Let this instance pathize and assist, and all stood gazing upon the
Those who are engaged in the instruction of
of the amazing grace of God, prove an encourage little object of distress, as though they feared its
ment to the friends of religion to go on in their dissolution were near. A more patient and affec the young may be encouraged by reflecting that
sacred work of distributing the Word of Life.— tionate sufferer in the hour of death, I never look children who are the least promising, sometimes
For it is the unchangeable promise of Jehovah, ed upon. Although the croup had made such turnout well; and God gives the blessing when
that his “Word shall not return unto him void.”— advance as to render respiration extremely diffi and where it it is least expected. Mr. Newton
cult, yet no moans could be heard. It would Bosworth, in his excellent sermon for this Socie
Charleston Observer.
gaze with intenseness upon its fond parents, and ty, mentioned the case of a young man, who, when
occasionally stretch out its hands, as though im a boy in the Sunday-school int his town, was almost
From the Boston Recorder.
ploring help, move its lips for drink, take any thing considered to be hopeless of improvement, but
EXTRACTS FROM, A PASTOR’S SKETCH BOOK.
that was given, however nauseating—indeed it whom he afterwards met in London, having be
In the summer of 1832 one of my congregation seemed above suffering—above complaint.
come a decidedly religious character; he was then
was brought to the bordersof the grave by sickness.
It continued in this state, apparently sensible of actively engaged in Sunday -school teaching, and
He was impenitent. He seemed hanging by a thread
over the eternal world. He seemed to behold all that was passing, until the next day, when just afterwards died in the faith of Christ, bearing a
some of its realities, and trembled as he found as the sun was passing the meridian, it fell asleep grateful testimony to the value of those instruc
himself “all unfurnished” for them. Most solemn in death; and its freed and now happy spirit, rest tions he had received in his earliest years. The
promises of amendment were made, if he was i ed in the bosom of its God. The father of this celebrated Isaac Barrow forms a signal instance of
permitted to recover. He declared one chief rea-! lovely babe was a ‘ man of God,’ as was its mo the change which sometimes takes place in after
son why he wished he might live was, that he might J ther, a well instructed Christian. They struggled life, frustrating those prophecies of evil we are
show before the world the sincerity of his deter-: hard to sustain themselves under this awful provi • so prone to frame, from unfavorable indications in
minations to know God. “And the plague was j dence, but the mother could not refrain; occa childhood. He was fond of fighting and setti»g
stayed.
I he destroying angel was bidden to put; sionally, a burst of grief would nearly overwhelm his playfellows to fight: he was totally regardless of
her, yet nothing could be heard but Christian re his book, and altogether a boy of such uncomforta
up his swor'd.
signation—“God has done, and it is well.” Dur ble promise, as to make his father devoutly wish
Two years have fled since that solemn period in ing the child's illness, there was around the father “that if it should please God to take away any of his
which I sat by his sick bed and heard his promises. a degreee of firmness which indicated that such children, it might be his son Isaac." Yet so'short
I have seen him almost every day. That dark and scenes were often the subjects of his meditation, sighted are human fears, as well'as human hopes!
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the uplifted sword, has not the smallest corner of occasional ‘unutterable groans’ for the life of the gular humility and candor to his own case, in illus
his heart.
child. As the awful moment drew near, when the tration of the blessing with which God crowns, in
I sometimes cross his path. I point him to his little cherub wa s to die, he retired hastily, fell upon after life, the prayerful and assiduous efforts of
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on the green roof of that mansion, whose cham
bers I must occupy so soon; and I often wander
from choice to a place where there is neither soli
tude nor society; something human is there; hut
the folly, the bustle, the vanities, the pretensions,
the competitions, the pride of humanity are all gone;
men are there, but the passions are hushed, and
their spirits are still; malevolence has lost its pow
er of harming, appetite is satiated, ambition lies
low, and lust is cold; anger has done raving, all
disputes are ended, all revelry is over, the fellest
animosity is deeply buried, and the most danger
ous sins are safely confined by the thickly piled
clods of the valley; vice is dumb and powerless,
and virtue is waiting in silence for the trump of
the archangel and the voice of God.”

he will be with us; but they need good eyes to see
the love of God when they are compassed with
fire and water; yet it is there; and a gracious soul
hath some discerning of this promise in the midst
of them. You shall not perish, because I will be
with you. So how boldly may a saint enter into
these fires, and walk through the valley and the
shadow of death, and fear no evil! God cannot
hide his face, his love, from such a faith. A tried
faith, that will not let God go, nor entertain an un
believing thought of him, is a precious faith. God
will certainly turn back on such a soul, and mani
fest his love at last in a glorious manner.—Cole.
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From the London Christian Advocate.
THE LATE DR. ADAM CLARKE.

Dr. Clarke's own account of his Commentary la
bors.—“In this arduous labor I have had no assist
ants; not even a week’s help from an amanuensis;
no person to look for common-places, or refer to
an ancient author; to find out the place, and tran
scribe a passage of Greek, Latin, or any other lan guage, which my memory had generally recalled,
or to verify a quotation; the help excepted, which
I received in the chronological department from
my own nephew. I have labored alone for nearly
twenty-five years previously to the work being
sent to press; and fifteen years have been employ
Gospel hearers, in the beginning and progress of ed in bringing it through the press to the public;
their profession, should frequently inspect their and thus about forty years of my life have been
hearts, and maintain a holy jealousy, lest they be consumed.”
CAUSES OF THE NEGLECT OF THE BIBLE.
mistaken. Without watching and keeping the
Dr. Clarke was engaged in revising the Com
fProm Jones' work on the claims of Religion. London 1832. heart, we must be strangers at home.
To point mentary for a second edition at the time of his
There are other causes of the common neglect out the great advantages of a holy jealousy, the death.
of the Scriptures; and of these a few may be scriptures assert, that blessed is the man who fearDr. Clarke as a Writer.—His style of writing
mentioned.
eth always. Jealousy leads the Christian to fix was unstudied. He wrote as he thought, and his
1. We may notice Education. It is impossible the one eye upon God, and the other on his own thoughts were not about the graces of speech.
to calculate the force and durability of ideas and heart and conduct. Thus “he stands in awe, and Dr. Clarke began his literary career as he finished
impressions which are derived in early years. The sins not, but communes with his heart,” and fears, it, studious of one thing only, and that was to con
Bible, it is true, is made a school-book: to this we lest a promise being left of entering into God’s vey the most information in the fewest and the
make no objection; for no one can become ac rest, he should seem to come short of it; like a plainest words. Dr. Clarke’s style wants the even
quainted with religion at too early a period. The trusty and vigilant guard, jealousy watches at once ness and precison of Mr. Wesley’s. lie is suffi
painful circumstance is, that the Bible is merely over the old and new man:—over the new, to see ciently precise in the choice of words, which is
made a school-book. Is it, we would ask, incul if he exists in the heart, and prospers:—over the generally the case with men who know better than
cated on the youthful mind, that the Bible is not old, with his allies, to oppose their deceit and vio any English dictionary can teach them the pre
only to be read at school, but to be read habitu lence. If, at any time, the Christian sleeps, he cise meaning of words; but he is not precise in
ally during life? Is the young pilgrim taught finds, in his sad experience, that the watchful ad their arrangement. Sometimes he errs so far in
that the Bible must be his companion, counsellor versary has improved the opportunity, and sowed this respect, thpt the reader either understands
him to mean something which he did not mean,
and guide through the whole of his mortal sojourn? tares.—Anon.
or fails altogether to comprehend him; whereas
He looks on the Bible as a school-book; and when
HINDOO SUPERSTITION.
had he heard the words from the Doctor’s own
he can read it fluently, he considers that Lis work
One shocking circumstance occurred to day. A lips from the distribution of the emphasis in ac
is done; but he is not taught, it is to be feared, to
revere it, love it, and look upon it as that book Hindoo rushed forward, and threw his living child cordance with the meaning intended to be con
which is never to be laid aside. He regards it, into the stream, as a sacrifice to the Gunga, hav veyed, he would probably have understood him
therefore, as the book of his boyhood, but not as ing violently forced it from the arms of the weep perfectly. The punctuation of the Dr’s writings
the guide of his youth, the framer and ruler of ing mother. Some people were encouraged and is also very loose; not that an incorrect system is
his manhood, and the comforter of his old age. directed by the vigilance of the judge to rescue employed, but that there is no system at all.
Dr. Clarke as a Preacher.—His preaching had
He regards it as the book from which he is to learn the poor little creature from death, and they hap
to read, but be is not instructed to view it as one, pily succeeded. The man was taken up, and on the advantage of his writing in the particular we
and the great means of his preservation from sin being questioned, declared, “ This Brahmin,” point have pointed out. It is no small proof of his
and folly, and of his acquiring that excellence ing him out, “directed me to do this to atone for greatness in the pulpit, that his sermons were
which is essential to his present and future happi- my sins.” Both the cruel father and wicked Brah equally relished by the rich and the poor, by the
He learns to read it, and then he lays it min were punished for this crime and committed learned and the illiterate. No man, perhaps, ever
drew congregations so large, or of so mixed a
aside; and it becomes a neglected book at the to prison.—Mr. Richards.
character. Wherever he went, he was eagerly
very season of life in which its instructions and its
followed by all classes; and the scene, when Dr.
influence are most wanted, amidst the numerous
What are you thinking, my man'? said Lord Clarke formed the principal object in it, was like
temptations to which he is exposed. In vain,
comparatively speaking do we teach our children Hill, as he approached a soldier who was leaning a special jubilee compared with an ordinary holi
to read the Bible, unless we teach them the neces in a gloomy mood upon his firelock, while around day. He brought his learning to bear upon his sub
him lay mangled thousands of French and Eng ject without any parade, and in the most instruct
sity of always attending to that holy book.
2. The prevalent neglect of family worship may lish; it was a few hours after the batttle of Sala ive form; and his native fervor, joined with the
be viewed as another cause of that disregard of manca had been won by the British. The soldier clearness of his conceptions and the vastness of
the Scriptures which exists amongst us. If Chris started, and after saluting his General answered, his resources, never failed to elevate and inform
tians worshipped God in their families, daily read —I was thinking my Lord, how many widows and his hearers. There was a sort of cordiality in his
ing a portion of his word, and offering their orphans I perhaps have this day made for one preaching, that was its principal charm. You
seemed to be listening to a man, who not only had
prayers to him, the Bible would not be the mere shilling.
his own heart filled with the love of God, but had
book of the school and of the Church. Children
I shall not easily forget a deserved rebuke I large stores of it at his disposal for others. No
and servants would see that their superiors and
seniors revered the book of God; and they, in once received from William Schlegel. He had man ever spoke more confidently and freely about
numberless instances, would be themselves induc spoken of his having entered Leipsic on the day God than he, probably from the peculiar bent of
ed, from the force of example, frequently to refer after the battle; and I asked him whether it was his studies; and you could not listen to him long
to it. But since this duty is generally neglected, not a glorious moment, thoughtlessly, or rather without recognizing in him a man who held com
the idea and the feeling are very naturally produc thinking more of the mighty consequences, than munion with the Father through his Son Jesus
ed, that the reading of the Scriptures is as a per of the scene itself. “Glorious!” he exclaimed; Christ. Some have accused him of dogmatism;
sonal concern, a matter of small moment. Man, “how could any body think about glory when but without due consideration. Any appearances
as is commonly acknowledged, is much the crea crossing a plain covered over for miles with thou of this might more safely be attributed to the
ture of imitation and of habit. If the superiors sands of his brethren, dead and dying! And strength in which he conceived, and the force
of a family neglect the Scriptures, the inferiors what to me was still more saddening was the sight and enthusiasm with which he expressed his opin
will also neglect them. If we would have the Bi of the poor horses, lying about so helplessly and ions. And as to dogmatism, when alluding to some
ble to be commonly read, we must not only put patiently, uttering only deep, and heavy groans of points on which he differed from other men, he
it into circulation, and commend it as the best agony, with none to assist them.”—Guesses at expresses the most liberal, manly, and Christian
sentiments. While avowing his firm belief in what
book which we ourselves most highly regard.— Truth.
he had put forth, he leaves others to the unmo
Words have generally but a transient influence:
It is much easier to think aright without doing lested enjoyment of their own opinions, concludthey are assented to and forgotten; but the influ
right, than to do right without thinking aright. iner with these remarkable words: “While God
ence of conduct is perpetual and prevailing.
Just thoughts may fail of producing just deeds; bears with us and does us good, we may surely
FAITH.
but just deeds always beget just thoughts. For bear with one another.”
It becomes a saint to believe the faithfulness of when the heart is pure and straight, there is hard
God to him, according to his covenant, under all ly any thing which can mislead the understanding A SUGGESTION FOR INDIGENT STUDENTS.
In this age of improvement, the self-supporting
afflictions and chastisements. Grace will act like in matters of immediate concernment; but the
itself at last: and they that trust in the Lord shall clearest understanding can do little in purifying an system which is recommended to our schools and
never be ashamed. Though God veil his face, impure heart, or the strongest in straightening a colleges, promises to become an important era in
and give us mercies on the point of his sword, crooked one. You cannot reason or talk an Au the history of education. There is, at present, a
class of students who are subjected to an evil, both
yet when we pass through the fire and the water, gean stable into cleanliness.—ib.
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being the proceeds of her own work for the last
eight months, per Rev. Dr. Montgomery,
39 00
let him apply them to any other active occupation, reasonable service and hounden duty.
Members
of Kenyon College, Ohio, per II. Dyer,
and he will soon fancy his whole system to have
for Greek Mission,
10 00
Temperance Recorder.— We have just received the ninth
undergone an entire renovation.
M. II. B.
Rev. Robert Prout., of Durham Parish, Md., Greek
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number of this publication, and cannot forbear bringing it
forward to the notice of our readers. It is published in Al
bany, N. Y’., by the Executive Committee of the New-Yrork
State Temperance Society. It is issued monthly in a neat
quarto form at the cheap rate of 50 cents per annum. Set
ting forth as it does in a clear and convincing light, the start
ling facts and unanswerable arguments by which tlie cause of
temperance is sustained, and through which it must finally
triumph, we earnestly recommend it to the members of tem
perance societies to lend among their friends, and to parents,
to place in the hands of their children.
Its warning voice will add very much to the weight of their
example and counsel in preserving their offspring from the
snares of the destroyer, and those “steps which emphatically
take hold on hell.”—We have made one or two extracts in
our present number and intend to continue them, when we
meet with such as we think will interest our readers, and tend
t() promote the eause of tcmpsrance believing it to be a cause

Mission
J, for the benefit of tlie Valley of Mississippi
Tlie Young Men’s Tract Society of Philadelphia, for
Greek Mission, per G. S. Scofield, Sec’y.,
Peter Y. Stuyvesant, Esq., New-York, second pay
ment on Mr. Greenleaf s Plan,
Mrs. Helen Stuyvesant, second paym’t on Mr. Green
leaf’s Plan,
A Lady of Rev. Wm. M. Jackson’s congregation,
Wickliffe, Va.. for Greek Mission,
.
The Ladies of St. Paul’s Church, Burlington, Vt.,
for Schools jn Greece, per Mr. John W. Mulligan,
Part of. the Collection at St. Stephen’s Church, to
purchase Prayer Books for the use of the Valley of
Mississippi,
A Friend to the Missionary Society, Alexandria, D.
C., per William Stavely, Greek Mission,

20 00
1 00

50 00

50 09
The Bible in Colleges.—The following statements in re
lation to tlie study of the Bible in some of our Colleges are
50 00
contained in the report of a Committee on the subject, made
to the “ Literary Convention” which was some time since held
5 00
in New-York.
23 00>
By a communication from President Humphrey, of Am
herst Collc.'.e, your Committee find, that the Bible has been
for several years the subject of instruction in voluntary classes
59
in that institution. It was introduced as a text book in 1828,
and has constituted a part of the regular course of instruction
10 00
ever since. One half day in each week is devoted to these ex
ercises. The historical part of the course is assigned to the
Freshmnn Year. It comprises an account of the Scriptures
JACOB LEX, Treasurer,
themselves, the manner of their preservation, the languages
Nov. 14.
No. 283, Market-street.
into which they are translated, the different translations in our
own language, and other interesting details; and a thorough
Ordination__ In Ascension Church, N. York, on Friday
study of the history they contain, beginning with the Old approved of God, and fraught with blessings to man.
morning last, Mr. James T. Johnston, Mr. Jessee Pound,
Testament. In passing from the Old Testament to the New,
Mr. Robert Davies, and Mr. James Sunderland, were admit
an account of the intervening period is given from secular his
HEjuIQZOUS IHTEITLmEET;
ted to the holy order of Deacons, by the Rt. Rev. Benjamin
tory. The historical books of the New Testament being
Kenyon College—Our readers will remember, that some T. Onderdonk, D. D., Bishop of this Diocese. Morning
deemed even more important than those of the Old, occupy a
larger portion of their time, and finish this part of the course. liberal subscriptions have been made in'New-York, in aid of prayers were read by the Rev. Lewis P. Bayard, and the Les
To the Sophomore Year arc assigned the prophecies and the the funds of this institution. We have the satisfaction further sons of Scripture hv the Rev. Thos. Breintnall. The sermon
poetry of the Old Testament, embracing an account of the to state, that some gentlemen, principally members of St. was preached by the Rt. Rev. Charles P. Mcllvaine, D. D.,
Prophets, their periods of writing, their countries, their re George’s Church, New-York, and St. Ann’s, Brooklyn, have Bishop of the Diocese of Ohio. Messrs. Pound and Davits
spective prophecies, &c., the characteristics of Hebrew poetrv, subscribed a sufficient amount for tlie support of an additional were formerly of the Methodist denomination, and Mr. Sun
tlie hooks in which it is found, the occasions on which it was. theological professor for five years. The subscriptions are of derland of the Baptist.—Churchman.
written, and its principal authors, followed by a comparison of• $20 per annum from each, and the pledge of the whole sum
the poetry of the Hebrews, with that of other nations.
necessary lias been obtained without the least difficulty. The
British Colonial Slavery—Every month brings us nw
Your Committee find that this purely Biblical course of in measure was suggested by Bishop Mcllvaine to gentlemen indications of an approaching decisive movement in Englant
struction is given, in addition to a brief course of lectures on present at his lecture in Brooklyn, and subsequently at another respecting negro slavery. The religious newspapers and ma
the evidences of Christianity, and a series of recitations on m the lecture-room in St. George’s. On these two occasions gazines that we receive are unanimous in favor of the imme
the great truths and precepts found in the Bible, which do not more than enough was offered for accomplishing the object__ diate adoption of measures by Parliament, to effect its speedy
fall within the present question.
We trust that the important and favorite institution for which abolition. It is in vain, and unjust, they think, to wait longer
In addition to these plans, Professor Potter, of Union Col these contributions have been made, will continue to flourish for the Colonial Government—which they speak of as perti
lege, has suggested to the Committee, that without making and fulfil the large expectations which its friends have formed naciously determined to uphold the system as it is, as long as
the Bible a distinct and formal subject of instruction, its style of its usefulness.—Episcopal Recorder.
possible. In the appeals made by religious men to the elec
and imagery, and poetry, might be introduced in connection
tors, this is a prominent topic. The treatment of the Jamaica
with a course of rhetoric; and its antiquities in connection with
Dr. Hopkins.—This gentleman, of the Episcopal com missionaries during the late insurrection, and subsequently,
those of Greece and Rome; and that one of the periods assign munion, whose residence in Boston is soon to be abandoned has awakened a spirit throughout the kingdom, that will not
ed for public worship should be occupied with other Biblical tor a new designation in a sister state, has peculiarly attracted soon sleep, though we cannot at this distance judge how much
exorcises.
the love and cordial respect of many in our city. His pulpit it has to contend with, or what is the prospect of its immedi
In regard to the last suggestion, your Committee would re talents, as we have had opportunity to witness them in repeat
ate success. The following paragrapli from the Christian Ob
mark, that if no other plan be practicable, in particular insti ed instances, are of high order. We do not speak so much of
server for September is a specimen of the language used:—
tutions, they sec not what objection can exist to the devotion a commanding oratory, as of something to us far more pleas
“ There is another subject, which in this our last remaining
of the public services on Sunday to Biblical investigation and ing—a charming and beautifully insinuating eloquence, which
paragraph, we have not room for without injury to its import
recitation, until an advance in public interest on the subject, captivates tlie heart and enchains the attention, sending its
ance ; and which, therefore, we must reluctantly defer. Me
shall enable colleges and schools (as they believe it will) to as persuasive efficacy to all the powers of the understanding and
allude to the recent discussions respecting Colonial Slavery,
sign a distinct place, and an entire professor, to this important nZ wbh LiPTS mhC CVident Sincerity and deep feeland particularly the disclosures made by the missionaries who
branch of knowledge.
truths of 7ihlC1 DV M°pklns Presents the great and sulemn have arrived from the West Indies, and poured into the carol
It is proper to add, that a course of Biblical studies is to be action f ?° S°sPel—power with which he illustrates the
pursued in the Colleges at Waterville, Maine, and Hudson, action ot those truths on the heart and life of the believer— the British public such tales of horror as have ratified more
solemnly than ever the doom of this cruel, impolitic, and antiOhio; and that a course of expository lectures on the Bible eloquently commend his discourses to the consciences of his
Christian system. The West Indian party, both in the isl
has been commenced at A’ale College, entirely voluntary, how auditory---- Baptist Christian Watchman.
ands and at home, tell us they have yet one hope: the Church
ever, on t’ne part of the Professors and the pupils.
of England, they say, the bishops and clergy, are favorable tc
Episcopal Press—The following is a summary of publiWe deem the study of the Bible in our Colleges, not as a
them; and they are placarding the walls of the metropolis with
vear
"nasT
T
Episcopa!
Press
in
thU
city
duiing
the
extracts from “the Christian Remembrancer” to prove the
classic merely, but as a revelation of the will of God and of
jcai past. Testaments, eighteenmo, 2,000; Traver Books point. But it will not do; nay, we ourselves can certify, that
the way of salvation, as a matter of tlie first importance; and octavo, 2od; e.ghtoenmo, (fea,) 9,000; ,|,i„ylwoymO;
i though they have had hitherto too much cause for their boast
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even this hope is failing them; or should it not, it were easier
for bishops and clergymen to pull down the church by attempt
ing to prop up slavery, than to support slavery by the strength
of the church. We solemnly consider the sin of too many of
our clergy and bishoys in this matter to have been great in the !
sight of God, and it would be hypocrisy in us to deny it— !
Our hope is, that they will repent, and forsake, and find mer
cy; and we think we see symptoms which lead us to expect
what we hope. But be this as it may, ifjustice and humanity,
if the British constitution, and above all the Gospel of Christ
be not a mockery, the nefarious system of negro slavery must
soon totter to its downfall. ‘0 Lord, how long!’
[Boston Recorder.

l.-wxycsw1
shall lead us to a deeper sense of dependence, and a more just
estimate of our obligations and duties, individually as citizens
and Christians, and collectively as a community, it will not
have come in vain.”—Boston Recorder,

Health of New- Orleans__ The New-Orleans Emporium of
the 27th October, gives the following gloomy account of the
health of that city. The visitation of one disease of the char
acter mentioned is a deep affliction, but to have two of the
most terrific which have yet scourged mankind raging at one
time among any population is truly appalling.
From the N. O. .Emporium, October 27.
tfggTThe long expected scourge, the relentless ally of the
king of terrors has, at length landed and has commenced his
ravages in our devoted city.
Cholera, with the yellow fever, is busily engaged in the
work of death. “ Man goeth to his long home and the mourn
ers go about the streets.”
We fear that our wretched blacks, whose filthy and irregular
habits render them peculiarly liable to the assaults of this ec
centric pest, as well as the still more culpable and reckless
whites, will be sorely visited.
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There had been much fighting at Oporto, the particulars of
which will bo found below. In the attack upon the city of
the 29th of September severe losses were sustained on both
sides, and although at the latest .dates Don Pedro still held the
place, it is evident that his friends had some fears respecting
the result of a second attack.
Private letters from friends of freedom in Germany, ffive
but little reason to expect that any resistance will be made to
the Frankfort protocols either by sovereigns or subjects.
A new Ministry has been formed in France, with Marshal
Soult as President.—N. Y. Obs.

Attack upon Oporto on the 29<A Septi—Defeat of Don Mi
guel's troops—The latest news from Portugal is given in the
Falmouth (Eng.) Herald of October 6th. A letter from
GENERAL SUMMARY.
Oporto in that paper dated Oct. 1st, states that on Saturday
the 29th of September Don Miguel’s army made a furious
Scott’s Family Bible__ Messrs. Collins and Ilannay,
attack upon the city, but after some partial successes, they were
Pearl-street, New-York, have in press and will publish in
repulsed with great slaughter. Their attack was directed es
few days a beautiful edition of Scott’s Family Bible in three
pecially against that part of the city which was entrusted to
volumes. The goodness of the paper, the clearness of the
the defence of the British and French brigades under the com
type, and the reduced price of this edition, entitle it to the
mand of Col. Hedges and Col. the Count de St. Lcger, and
immediate attention of all the trade and ol every one who
in one of the onsets the officers of these brigades suffered se
prefer Scott’s commentary to the other commentators now
Cholera.—Advices from New Orleans to the 3d inst. have verely, both commanders, Col. Hedges and Count de St. Leextant.
been received here, which exhibit a gloomy state of things in ger, being wounded, Col. Burrell killed, and Major Shaw,
We learn that the price of this noble edition will not much
that city. They estimate the deaths by cholera, cold plague, and others wounded. The final result of the battle is thus
exceed seven dollars, if any.—N. Y. Messenger.
stated in the letter.
and yellow fever in the current week, at 1,000; and the offi
Don Miguel’s loss is calculated at nearly 2,000 in killed,
cial returns of interments (Nov. 2, 177; Nov. 3, 170,) ren
wounded, and prisoners; and Don Pedro’s is supposed to
Andover Publications—Messrs. Flagg, Gould, and New ders it probable that the estimate is not too large.
man of Andover, advertise as in press, a revised edition oj
Numbers lie over in the public cemetery every night from amount to nearly 500, among whom are a great many officers,
llobinson’s Greek Lexicon of the New Testament__ Butt- the want of hands to bury them; and the public authorities nearly the whole of the British officers being either killed or
man’s Larger Greek Grammar, translated by Prof. Robin have been compelled to make interments without coffins, lest wounded. Among the killed are Lieuts. Berton and Sopero
son—a new edition of Stuart’s Commentary on Hebrews, the dead bodies should accumulate so fast, and lie so long as to The purser of II. M. S. Asia received a fatal wound while
with corrections throughout, to be printed in one volume if increase the pestilence. In fact, tar and other combustibles viewing the action from a station within the lines. Through
out the day Don Pedro manifested great coolness and decision
practicable—the 2d volume of Knapp’s Theology—an Arith were burnt, and cannons fired, as precautionary measures.
of conduct, and before he returned to his palace he went
metic Manual, by S. R. ITall—and select Classics, edited by
They describe the city as plunged in gloom and alarm; all
through all the hospitals, and directed the necessary attentions
Prof. Stuart.
the usual relations of society and business disturbed; many
This last is an undertaking of great interest. The first vol of the Faculty broken down, and some of them victims to the to be paid to the wounded.
When the Confiance left Oporto on Monday morning, no
ume is to contain the first Book of Cicero’s Disputationes cholera; and almost an impossibility to procure laborers, or
renewal of the attack had been made by Miguel’s troops,
Tuscidanai entitled lie Morte Contemnenda, and containing the even firemen for the steam-boats.
though it was fully expected, but in perfect confidence that
arguments of Cicero to establish the doctrine of the Soul’s
Don Pedro’s forces would again repel the assailants. In case,
Immortality, with Copious Notes, an examination of the ar
Cost of the Cholera.—It appears from a report recently sub
guments usually adduced in favor of the doctrine of the Im mitted to the Board of Assistant Aldermen, that the expenses however, of the worst, his Majesty’s ship Childers and Ores
tes
were in perfect readiness, in front of Oporto, to give as
mortality of the Soul, and a Critique on those of Cicero. of the City Government on account of the Cholera, amount
The second volume, to be prepared on the same plan, is to ed to $100,000. But this is a small matter in comparison sistance and protection to the interests of the British.
contain Plato’s Phaedo. Such books must give a new impulse with the damage occasioned by the derangement and suspen
Turkey and Egypt.—Letters from Alexandria, to the 29th
to classical studies among us, and we hope not only that Prof. sion of business, the quarantining of our vessels wherever they July, mention that despatches had been received there from
S. may be encouraged to go on, but that other distinguished went, the expenses of sickness and flight, and the host of other the army in Syria, announcing that Aleppo had fallen into
scholars may be induced to follow the example.
inconveniences to which the calamity gave rise. Leaving out the power of Ibrahim Pacha. Other letters, of a later date,
In this connexion it is proper to mention Chaldee Manual, of the account all higher considerations, such as the loss of life contain a bulletin giving an account of a victory gained by
lately from the same press, and published by Perkins & Mar and the sundering of earthly ties, an assessment of $1,000,000 Ibrahim Pacha over the Turkish army, commanded by Hus
vin, of this city. It Contains a Grammar, Chrestomathy, upon our inhabitants, (perhaps we should say two millions,) sein Pacha, on the 30th of July, near Baby lon, between An
and Vofcabulary, with an Apendix on the Rabbinical charac would have been a cheap purchase of exemption from the tioch and Scanderoon. Letters dated the 21st of August,
ter and style—the whole prepared with great care and ability scourge.
state also that the Eggptian and Turkish fleets were in sight
by the Rev. £lias Riggs, who lately sailed from this city, to
It is surprising how soon the effects of such a calamity dis of each other, and that an engagement was hourly expected.
join Mr. King at Athens, under the patronage of the A. B. appear. The pecuniary suffering is no longer visible,—the
Holland and Belgium.—London Sept. 30.—The armies
C. F. M.—Boston Recorder.
6,400 persons deceased since the 1st of July are not missed by
the public,—the 3,000 dram shops are again in full action,— of France are, we find, assembled in the vicinity of Valencines, in readiness to march into Belgium. The French and
Generous Donation.—A gentleman, who had recovered $800 the Theatres, Distilleries, and other engines of destruction, Englssh fleets are in communication, for the purpose of block
in an action of Slander, has made a donation of the amount are plied as warm as ever.—Jour, of Com.
aping the Scheldt: but no part of the machinery is to be put
to the Mount Pleasant Academy, New York.
into inotibn until after the propositions which are to be agreed
[Journal of Humanity.
Death of Dr. Spurzheim__ Died in Boston, on ^Saturday on in the Conference, to-morrow, have been finally and deci
night last, after an illness of two or three weeks, of typhus sively rejected by his Majesty of Holland.
The next Presidency.—The returns of the presidential elec fever, Dr. Gaspard Spurzheim. He was a distinguished Ger
tion are coining in slowly. Enough is known of Maine, New j man physician, the author of several works on the Anatomy
Greece'.— It is said that Prince Otho will not proceed to
Hampshire, New York, Pennsylvania, Virginia, Ohio, Indi and Physiology of the Brain and Nervous System and the Greece till he has become of age, which will be in the autumn
ana, Tennessee, to render it certain that the Jackson ticket celebrated coadjutor of Dr. Gall, in expounding and propaga of next year. The Regency, however, will assume the gov
has prevailed in those states. They give 157 votes, a number ting a peculiar system of Phrenology. Dr. S. was born near ernment in his name in January nexti lie will have, it is
sufficient to determine the result. Rhode Island, New Jer Treves, in the year 1776; he pursued his medical studies in reported, two capitals, Athens and Argos. Corinth will be
sey, Missouri, Mississippi, Illinois, North Carolina, Georgia, Vienna, where in 1800 he heard the lectures of Dr. Gall on the principal port, and the two Gulfs will be united by a rail
and Alabama, it is supposed, will increase this number 58 Craniology. From that time this study became his chief pur road thrown across the Isthmus.—London paper.
votes more. The votes of South Carolina and Louisiana are suit, and he visited several countries of Europe for the purpose
doubtful. That of Vermont will doubtless be given to Mr. of prosecuting his researches, and at the same time giving lec
Wirt. Kentucky, Delaware, and part of Maryland, and tures on his favorite subject. Since his arrival in this city,
Funeral of Sir Walter Scott—The funeral of Sir Wal
probably Massachusetts and Connecticut, 58 votes, will be which was a few months since, Dr. S. has made a most favora ter Scott took place on the 26th of September, when his re
ble impression, from his extensive learning and his agreeable mains were consigned to the tomb, amidst the unfeigned re
given to Henry Clay.— The Standard.
manners. His lectures were attended by a large audience, grets of thousands. Cards bad been issued to nearly 3,000
Intemperance and the Cholera.—The Executive Com and gave great satisfaction, for the ingenuity and learning persons, almost all of whom attended.
O ne o’clock wai} the hour fixed on for the time of meeting,
mittee of the New-\ork State Temperance Society pursue which they displayed, independently of the merits of the pe
their business like active and laborious philanthropists. Du culiar system, which it was their leading objects to develope. and for about an hour afterwards, carriages of different sorts,
ring the prevalence of the cholera in Albany they employed His death is sincerely lamented as that of an amiable and ac and gentlemen on horseback continued to arrive from Edin
competent and trust worthy persons to investigate the charac complished man. We presume that our citizens in commit burg and other parts of the surrounding country. The com
ter and habits of every patient and the particular circumstan ting his body to the earth, will not do it without some demon pany having partaken of refreshments, adjourned to the libra
ces attending every fatal case (where the patient was over 16 stration of respect for the memory of a learned stranger who ry, where they heard an eloquent and affecting prayer from
Principal Baird: and a little after two o’clock, the melan
years of age) that occurred in that city from the commence has thus closed his days among us.—Bost. D. Ado.
choly procession began te move from Abbotsford to Dryburgh
ment of the epidemic till the Reports of the Board of Health
Anniversary of the landing of William Penn.—Wednesday, Abbey. As the long funeral train passed through the villa
were discontinued. The details of the examination are pub
lished in an extra of the Temperance Recorder. The gene the 27th of October, being the 150tli Anniversary of the Land ges and hamlets, one universal feeling of deep sorrow pervaded
ing of William Penn, a discourse was delivered before the all classes.—Groups of people were assembled at different parts
ral results are as follows:—
Whole number of deaths 336—males 313, females 123__ Society instituted for the purpose of commemorating that of the road, and on elevated points, from which a view could
native whites 171, native colored 24, total natives 195; foreign event, by Peter Stephen Duponceau, L. L. D. at the be obtained. Most of them were in mourning, and many
spacious and elegant Saloon of the Adelphi Building (south standing uncovered. The shops of this and other towns were
ers 138, of whom 108 were Irish; unknown 3.
Had premonitory symptoms (diarrhoea,) certain, 282; re 5th street.) The discourse was worthy of the learned and shut, and signboards were covered with black. Before the
eloquent author; who, in a series of views of the three half body was committed to the earth, the English burial service
mainder unknown.
Ages, 16 to 20, 11—20 to 30, 70—30 to 40, 108—40 to centuries which have elapsed since the foundation of the Com was read by the Rev. J. Williams, rector of the Edinburg
monwealth, gave a masterly delineation of her rise, progress, Academy. A little before five in the afternoon, the last offices
50, 55—50 to 60, 47—60 and upwards, 86—unknown, 9.
Habits, intemperate 147—free drinkers 55—moderate drink and present condition, illustrated by graphic sketches of the were performed. The spot in which Sir W. Scott is laid in
ers, mostly habitual, 131—strictly temperate "5—members of principal persons who have been distinguished in her history. is the north wing of the splendid Dry burg Abbey, now, alas!
The thanks of the Society were unanimously voted to Mr. containing a more splendid ruin than itself. I lere is laid the
Temperance Societies, 2—idiot 1—unknown 2.
This important document was submitted to the members of Duponceau; and we are happy to learn that he has consented body of Lady Scott, nnd also that of his uncle. The situa
tion is secluded, romantic, and quite congenial to all the ideas
the Medical Staff attached to the Board of Health (with the to furnish a copy for the press.—Poulson.
of the deceased.
exception of two, who were out of town,) who recommended
The present Sir Walter Scott, who succeeds to (he baronet
its publication and general circulation, as a statement of facts.
FOREIGN.
The appearance of this paper is a gratifying indication that
By an arrival at Boston English papers have been received cy, is now in his 32d year, and Major of the I5th, or Kings
Huzzars, commanded by Lieutenant Colonel Brudeuell, quar
the lesson which the cholera has been calculated to impress to the 6th of Oct.
upon us will not be lost. If that pestilence—to use the lan
They contradict the report of the death of the king of Spain. tered at Manchester. In 1825 he married Jane, daughter and
guage of Governor \ room’s late message to the Legislature He was apparently dead for some time and the news was sent sole heiress of John Johnson, Esq., an opulent Scottish mer
of New-Jersey—“shall prove the Missionary of Temperance; from Madrid by express in various directions, but he finally re chant, w*ith which lady, report affirmed at the time, the gallant
the promoter of morality and good order in our land ; if it vived, & at the latest dates there was some hopes of his recovery. office received a fortune of 60,000/.
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ville, on the Wheeling road, they were met by about forty In- possesses, and as such I would recommend him to the wofl
dians who were in pursuit of the stragglers from the cam hoping that the rapid inarch of intellect will overtake and n
POETRY.
store him to the human family, that he may thereby eseap
about the same moment Lewis fired first a d killed an In being cut oft' in a state of inoii-keyliood.
THE MAN OF SORROWS.
diau the fire from the Indians wounded Mills in the heel, he
“And he arose and rebuked the wind, and said unto the sea, uiau, inc
the Indians then
Which was the BRUTE?_On the evening of the 8thult.
was soon overtaken and villnd
killed, Four
tour of
onm.
Psace, be still.”—Mark iv: 39.
singled out, dropped their guns and pursued Wetsel. M etsel as we were coming from Le Roy to this place in the Pioneer
loaded his rifle as he ran. After running about half a mile, the night being uncommonly dark, we discovered for so®
Ue slept—and round the plunging bark
one of the Indians having got within eight or ten steps of him, distance before we reached Allen’s Creek, in Wheatland, tha
The billows boom'd and roar’d,
Wetsel wheeled round and shot him down, ran, and loaded his a dog, not known to any of the passengers, was frequenth
While from the night clouds wild and dark
gun as before. After going about three quarters of a mile running about the sides of the carriage, and evidently veri
The storm relentless poured.
farther, a second Indian came so close to him, that when lie uneasy, and seeming to look with deep interest for some notici
He slept__ and round his hallow’d head
turned to fire, the Indian caught the muzzle m the gun, and from the passengers within. When we had come to within
The undying glory played—
as he expressed, “He and the Indian had a severe wring. — ten or twelve rods of the creek, the dog got before the stage,
And pale and peaceful as the dead
He however succeeded in bringing the muzzle to the Indian s and in the middle of the road set up a most earnest barling
That brow of wonder laid!
breast, and killed him on the spot. By this time he, as well and crying, which attracted the notice of the passengers and
Pale as some marble brow it seemed,
as the Indians, were pretty well tired; the pursuit was conti driver, who apprehended that all this concern of the strange
nued by the two remaining Indians. Wetsel, as before, load dog might mean something, stopped liis horses, and looked
Translucent with command!
As through the glooming storm it beamed
ed his gun, and stopped several times during this latter chase, under his coach; and within six inches of his wheel, saw a
Ainid that lowly band.
when he did so, the Indians treed themselves. After going man lying across the path in such a position that had he drove
something more than a mile, Wetsel took advantage of a little two feet farther the wheel must have passed directly over the
He slept—the Saviour of the world,
open piece of ground, over which the Indians were passing, a neck of the poor creature, and terminated his existence. The
Beneath the Usher’s sail,
short distance behind him, to make a sudden stop for the pur man was old and gray-headed, and the secret of his exposure
While on the rattling tempest hurled,
pose of shooting the foremost, who got behind a little sapling was, he was drunk, so drunk that when aroused, he could not
His followers round him wail.
which was too small to cover bis body. Wetsel fired and broke speak! As soon as he was drawn from under the coach, the
Cowering they gaze upon the main,
his thigh. The wound in the issue, proved fatal. The last faithful dog was full of joy.—His first motion was to stretch
In terror on the sky;
of the Indians then gave a little yell and said “No catch dat himself at full length upon his beastly master, fawning with
Till faith is turned to fear again,
man, gun always loaded,” and gave up the chase, glad, no more interest than language can describe, then jumping across
And hope stands plumed to fly!
his body backward and forward, as if to shield him from dan
doubt, to get off with his life.
ger, or to infuse animation into his almost lifeless body. Wc
Trembling they kneel around the Lord,
state these facts for two reasons;—first,'to show the danger of
In wildering agony—
Western Africa.—Wc have lately received a parcel of the
And send one desolate glance abroad
Liberia Herald, hut other calls upon our attention prevented rum, and secondly, the sagacity of the animal. The faithful
Over that lashing sea.
earlier notice of them. From the Herald of August 4-, interest manifested by the dog, could not have been more fully
expressed, even if he had possessed the power of speech. And
we
copy
the annexed account of an Ourang Outaiig, recently
They cast them at the unsandaled feet
we must add one word more to set the disgusting drunkard
caught
and
brought
into
Monrovia,
the
capital
of
our
flour

Of that unearthly King,
ishing colony. Wo have seen more unsuccessful attempts at before the reader; he held in his hand the neck of a broken
And farewell hands about him meet,
bottle!
pleasantry in white men’s newspapers.—Cincinnati Gaz.
And tones of horror ring.
P. S. There are eight living witnesses of the above facts,
The
Ourang
Outang.
—
Among
the
many
visiters
which
fre,
which happened only two days since;—Pock. Daily Adv.
They call on Jesus from the deep
quent
us
from'the
interior,
I
think
the
young
Ourang
Outang,
Of their extremest wo—
who lately arrived from Bassa deserves a passing notice. His
They break—.they burst the bands of sleep—
Centrifugal Force.—A few weeks since, we mentioned
appearance was truly very respectable, considering his age and an instance of the bursting of a grind-stone used in the U. S.
Why should he slumber so!
opportunities; for judging from his extreme fondness for the armoury in this town, by which one of the workmen was seri
They rouse him with a wild delight—
caresses of the human species, he must have been very green in ously injured, and that a death was occasioned at Danforth’s
Titus breaks the fearful spell;
the world, and hut a short time removed from a now bereaved works in Suffield, by a similar accident. Another accident of
“Save us—O Lord of life and light—
parent. lie possessed none of that mawkish affected sensibi the same character recently occurred at Pomeroy’s gun factory
Save us—Immanuel!
lity, so fashionable of late among so many bipeds; but real, in Pittsfield, by the bursting of a large grind-stone, weighing
genuine, whining filial affection, and instead of the trickery 1200 pounds, which was carried from this town a-few weeks
The Man of Sorrows hears their cries,
and monkey ism, that one might have expected from liis years since. When the stone was hung for use, it was, as was sup
And round his stately form,
and breeding, he maintained a most grave and circumspect de posed, thoroughly tested, by being made to revolve with great
While still new kindling glories rise,
portment;
that could not offend the most fastidious. While rapidity, and it was supposed from the experiment made, to be
lie thus commands the storm:
here he was no doubt somewhat unusually depressed, from the safe. But while one of the workmen was engaged in grind
“ Peace__peace, be still”—and lo! the waves,
consciousness of being transported a slave to that land, where ing a bayonet upon it week before last, the stone flew into two
Sunk all their battle noise,
Liberty dwells, “ where all are born free and equal,” and there parts, one of which weighing about 1000 pouijds, went up
Stand still above their ocean graves,
to he exposed to the gaze of the monster-loving community, through the floor over head, fell upon the man at work and
At that immortal voice!
who would not “give one doit to relieve a lame beggar, but crushed him instantly. These cases of the Immense power of
ten to see a dead Indian.”
j the centrifugal force, show that great caution is necessary in
That lifted head—that radiant eye—
Physically speaking, our visitant could never have been in using such large stones, which acquire a most tremendous mo
How powerful and how bright!
tended for an upright animal, as he lacks wliat we should con mentum while rapidly revolving.—Springfield Gazette.
Commanding all that sea and sky
sider the most important part of our understandings, viz. the
In their unrivalled might!
heel; in lieu whereof nature seems to have given him little
So was Franklin!—“0, you’re a’prentice!” said a little
Just Jesus!—o’er my troubled heart
better than a slender thumb, intended rather for grasping than boy, the other day, tauntingly to his companion. 1 he ad
Thus let thy mandate roll,
a promenade. Not being troubled with any thing like a tail, dressed turned proudly round, and while the fire of injured
And thus bid frowning storms depart
be sets upright with ease and dignity, supporting himself on pride, and the look of pity, were strangely blended in his
The billows of my soul.
either side by bis disproportionate long arms. As to bis body
countenance, coolly answered, “So was hranklin!
[Grenville Mellen,
and head, to my unprofessional judgment, they appeared much
like any little boy’s body and head, nor could we discover any
Dairy Secret.—Have ready two pans in boiling water;
lack of the common bumps or developments, so very apparent
MISCELLANY.
in every modern block bead. It was a little round head, cover and on the new milk coming to the dail y, take the hot pans
ed with long straight black hair; flanked on either side by an out of the water, put the milk into one of them, and cover it
LEWIS WETSEL.
enormous well shaped human ear. The teeth, in form, size with the other. This will cause great augmentation in the
“No catch dat man, gun always loaded.”
and position, were precisely like those worn by the human thickness and quality of the cream.
Lewis Wetsel was the son of John Wetsel, a German, who species liow-a-days. The chin, lips, forehead and eyes, were
settled on big Wheeling, about fourteen miles from the river. extremely regular and well formed; in fact the tout ensemble
THE OBSERVER.
He was among the first adventurers into that part of the Coun was far from being disgusting, as many conceited libellers are
IS PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY, AT
try. Ilis education, like that of his contemporaries, was that wont to say.
of the hunter and warrior. When a boy he adopted the prac
He bad what Sterne would call “an unprotected look of dis
GAMBIER, KNOX COUNTY, OHIO.
tice of loading and firing his rifle as he ran. This was a tress,’ or like the daddy ghost, “countenance more in sorrow
means of making him so destructive to the Indians afterwards. than in anger.
I am not inclined to believe, as some have
When about thirteen years old, he was taken prisoner by asserted, that the human species were originally Ourang Ou- TERMS__ Two Dollars per annum, if paid in advance,.-ini
Two Dollars and Fifty Cents, if at the end of six months
the Indians, together with his brother Jacob, about eleven tangs and monkeys, and that they gradually shed their tails
No subscriptions received for a less term than one year.
years old. Before he was taken he received a slight wound and hair, and became the same Joined animal as we now see
No papers discontinued until all arrearages arc paid, except
in the breast from a bullet, which carried off a small piece of them. 1 think the change (if any change has been) to be the
at the option of the publishers.
his breast bone. The second night after they were taken, the reverse of this. These animals seem rather to possess the ex
Indians encamped at the Big Lick, twenty miles from the treme of passion worn out, the shreds and patches of old habits Those who may wish to have their papers discontinued, are requested to give notice thereof, at least thirty days pre o r
river, on the waters of M’Malian’s Creek. The boys were and pursuits, rather than the germs of those which at present
not confined. After the Indians had fallen asleep, Lewis stimulate the biped world. Here we see the genuine Dandy
to the expiration of the term of their subscription, otherwhispered to his brother Jacob, that he must get up and go Jack, in his present fallen state, strutting about, encircling his
wise, it will be considered a new eng^gcim nt.
All communications relative to this paper,must be di
back home with him. Jacob at first objected, but afterwards own waist with one long arm, from pure self-complacency,
got up and went along with him. When they had got about stroking his well cherished mutachioes and whiskers with the
rected to the Editor, Gambier, Knox Co. Ohio
one hundred yards from the camp, they sat down on a log.— other, whisking about with inimitable grace, his long rattan,
LIST OF AGENTS.
“Well,” said Lewis, “we can’t go home barefooted, I will go with which nature has kindly endowed his inferior spinal ter
JOHN L. BRYAN........................Boardman,Trumbull Co.Oh.o.
back and get a pair of moccasins for each of us,” and accord mination. We discover the old worn-out political editor, in CnfNmnSNin
........XXX.Ashtabula,
ingly did so, and returned. After sitting a little longer, saucy jack alternately howling and rejoicing over the produc- Rev. AjuVA SANFORD,’.................... M*;‘,ina' MedinaCo’
“ Now,” says he, “ I’ll go back and get father’s gun, and then turns of our poultry yard. Here they come like the bauld g^WM. PRESTON,.................. ^eu™ nvVlle
we’ll start.” This he .effected. They had not travelled far ^exaetT’ ilf
sTe sturdy parson> culling <>f simples, rgv ?
bauaman*:::::::..."’-'........9,il!i^he’
on the trail, by which they came, before they heard the Indians ana exacting from our flower gardens, tythes of the mint and f«„,a»ar==IEid'
~
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n
•
i
coming after them. It was a moon-light night. When the p.nmmin.
cummin. Bordering a fine field of rice and cassada, may be
Indians came pretty nigh them, they stqiped aside into the seen h undreds of, on the fence men, wide awake, and at the root SYLVESTER P. ALDERMAN,....... ",in<i,s0I>
’
bushes, let them pass, then fell into their rear‘and travelled on. of each well loaded stalk, a busy bustling lawyer, chattering J. W. SCHUCKERS........................... ™
WM.H. MARSHON,....................... Clark Co
On the return of the Indians they did the same. They were and jawing, wallowing down and devouring, until grave Judge MADDOX FISHER, P. M................
M mi Co
then pursued by two Indians on horseback, whom they dodged Baboon from some dry limb or high stump, claims the stakes, Dr. ASA COLEMAN,....................... Troy, Miami co.
ROFF & YOUNG ........................... Cincinnati,
in the same way. The next day they reached Wheeling in sweeps the board, and the court adjourns. It is but justice to
safety, crossing from the Indian shore to \\ heeling Island, on our late friend, to state that I consider him morally and phy if:::
a raft of their own making. By this time Lewis had become sically, far removed from either of the above classes of men or
almost spent from his wound.
monkeys. Although genealogically speaking, he could not
In the year 1782, after Crawford’s defeat, Lewis went with claim a nearer alliance with the human family than the other
S. DRUMMOND ...................... ^IrC’ Michigan Tcf.
a Thomas Mills, who had been in the campaign, to get his monkey tribes in our vicinity, still I think his human progeni WM.
GEORGE W.JEWETT,................... Ann Arbour, Alicniga <(
horse, which he had left near the place where St. Clairsville tors must have been an affectionate kind-hearted people, with Rev. JOHN O’BRIEN,........................ Monroe,
nrunSwicfc
S. YOUNG,.......................^ J°
k?
now stands. At the Indian springs, two miles from St. Clairs- a slight touch of the doleful. Such qualities he eminently CHARLES
C. GRISWOLD,....................................... Utica, New-York.

